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Abstract
Due to the fact that a building resistance against explosion waves depends on a range of factors, including the
shape and form of the building, number of opens and building materials used in construction as direct factors, distance
and number of barriers between building and the location of the explosion as indirect factors. And because external
cover of the building as the most important line of defense to protect against external threats, with taken into account
that explosion waves can damage the building through the pores in the external cover or destroying the outer shell
of the building. It is important to design resistant building facades in front of explosion consequences. The main goal
of this paper is to assess the responsiveness of modern architectural facade to the passive defense requirements
to be observed a way that if an explosion occurred outside the building and on the surface of the earth, the waves
of pressure cause the lowest damage available to the exterior surfaces of buildings. In the studied model we note
the following weaknesses: the inability to take advantage of the green element in the site, the misuse of some glass
decorative elements in the balconies, the excessive opening in the facade in general and the use of the large opening
without dividing in the stair space. Entrances are gone deep inside the facade where the advanced entrances are
recommended to maintain the possibility of exit in the event of ruin. In the end, more dynamic shape may be better.
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Introduction
When improving an existing building or building a new one,
take into consideration aspects of safety and preparedness, from
the beginning a series of steps in planning, construction and start
of operation are applied [1]. Human maintain and its survival as
the main exploitation of the country, national security and increase
the psychological security of citizens against threats are the most
important functional outcomes of passive defense in the construction
industry. Using passive defense requirements in residential buildings
reduces vulnerability and reinforce it is national sovereignty as a
component of the principles of deterrence [2]. A clever combination
of natural elements, architectural elements and principles of passive
defense can reduce the damage to the minimum [3]. Recent increase
in terrorist attacks on important facilities in the heart of urban areas, as
a new type of war, is constituting a great risk on both cities’ residents
and buildings, it is also implying more actions and studies in the field
of urban design, architecture and civil engineering. There are many
literature about design methods and guidelines of mitigating the
danger of explosions and blasts on buildings and city in general, some
of the studies are focusing on strengthening the buildings’ structures
against blast waves explosions and its multiple variables. In addition
to the limited access to real time experiments of explosions, especially
for academic purposes, all of this require seeking new methods or
techniques of analyzing and experimenting [4]. It is important here to
mention that this paper focuses on explosions caused by bombs, which
means those explosions that could be delivered by cars or can be placed
near a targeted building as they are the common types of attacks in
urban areas due to the relatively easiness of moving them around.

potential risks and damages resulting from the use of car bombs and
the resulting explosion wave and the rules of passive defense applicable
to blast-resistant facade, determination arrange of factors that affect
the stability of the design, then descriptive and interpretative method
is used, by selecting samples from Syrian residential contemporary
building and chosen the exterior facade of building: materials, shape,
thickness, and opening as variables material for study. Then analyzing
the façade model and the extent of compliance with the requirements
of passive defense. Finally, the results were scheduled and highlighted
the strengths and weaknesses of the interface design and observations
to be observed.

Passive Defense Objectives and Definition
Passive defense definition
Passive defense is a set of measures done to lessen potential damage
to its minimum in the event of war or major natural disasters. In
other words, passive defense is the non-armed action that reduces the
vulnerability of people, buildings, facilities, equipments, documents
and major arteries in the face of natural disasters or enemy’s destructive
and hostility acts [5].

The history of passive defense
The term “Passive defense” was first found in the book “temporary
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A number of methods were used in this study to be consistent
with the research topics. Initially, libraries, scientific articles and
research were used to achieve the rules of research theory that include:
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protection shelter” regarded in the activities at the headquarters of
America’s Army in 1954 to meet new phenomenon of intense surprise
nuclear attack. Since then, the concept was developed and has found
a special place over all factors related to human habitat, especially in
the field of architecture and urbanism. So that, today it is considered
at all levels including the design of streets, applications, and even how
to make doors, windows, glasses and their locations in the buildings.
Its final goal is to achieve sustainability in modern architecture and
urbanism. Hence, any new technologies lead us towards sustainability
in architecture and urban planning and their objectives can also be
effective in passive defense. Although power is an integral part of
today’s cities urban facilities, intelligent systems in the production
and distribution of power in the topic of "smart grids"; is a movement
towards sustainable urbanization [5].

Principles of passive defense
● Selecting the safe geographic areas of a country,
● Determine the optimal scale of population and space activities,
● Distribution of the functions with threats and geography,
● Small and inexpensive construction and initiative in passive
defense,
● Economic feasibility of the project,
● Parallelism associated support systems,
● Retrofitting structures,
● Positioning of operations,
● Crisis defensive management in scenes,
● Camouflage,
● Destruction of enemy intelligence system,
● Concealment using natural and geomorphologic features,

tranquility. According to Maslow, when biological needs are satisfied,
human being pays attention to safety and security immediately. These
needs are closely related to social and physical environment capabilities.
The purpose of architecture is preparation of comfort, tranquility and
relaxation for users. Architecture can be considered as a key factor in
producing feeling of safety and security and many factors are effective
in this case such as environmental, textural, social, behavioral and
cultural factors, and so on [8]. In this paper, architectural design,
capabilities and solutions with the lowest possible cost have been
utilized according to the principles of passive defense to provide this
feeling of security to the users in the first place.

The nature and impact of explosions
An explosion produces air compression and resumption; When
an explosive material is initiated a very rapid exothermic chemical
reaction will occur, in the progress of this chemical reaction the solids
and liquids contained in the explosive compound are converting to a
very high dense gas, the products of this reaction expand at a very high
velocity trying to reach an equilibrium state with the surrounding air,
creating what is known as “shock wave”. The shock wave, which is a high
compressed air, travels at a supersonic speed radially from the center of
the detonation. Explosions, in general, can be visualized as spherical or
hemispherical bubbles of gas, depending on whether the detonation is
in the air or on ground respectively. As the expansion of the shock wave
continues, pressures decrease exponentially over time; it is usually
measured by milliseconds due to its short life-span, also pressures
decreases over the cube of the distance because of the dissipation of
energy and geometric divergence. Abstractly, explosions have two
main phases; the positive and the negative phase, at the positive phase,
explosions create an immediate rise of the ambient pressure toward
peak overpressure also known as “incident pressure”, as the shock wave
expands pressure decreases towards ambient pressure. The negative
phase starts once the pressure reaches ambient pressure, negative phase
is usually longer and has less effect on its surrounding due to the little
energy left form the ignition of the explosion [4].

● Initiativeness and diversity in all actions,

In case of explosive, explosive material caused two phenomena:

● Protection of critical information systems,

1. Blast wave,

● Production of dual purpose structures [6].

2. Fragments from the explosions (Figures 1 and 2) [9].

Explosion-resistant Design

Damage caused by the explosion in the building

Types of threats and risks

Two damages are caused by the explosion in the building: structural
and non-structural damages. Structural damage in turn is divided into
two types:

Threats are divided in two categories including natural and
man-made. Man-made threats itself are classified as three categories
including:
1. Military,
2. Security,
3. Accidental.

1. The direct damage: the blast wave which leads to local destruction
at the external wall of the building, windows, columns...
2. Indirect damage: the consequences of the destruction of the
columns and beams of buildings (Figure 3) [9,10].

Requirements of passive defense in design of the blastresistant façade

Threat of military invasion includes air, land and sea invasions.
Security threats include terrorist bombings and so on. Accidental
threats include fires or spills of hazardous materials and explosion of
the fuel tanks [7].

Requirements of passive defense in design of the blast-resistant
façade are given in Tables 1-3.

Feeling of safety, security and protection

Model Definition

According to Abraham Maslow category of human's needs, that is
one of the most accepted one, safety and security is the second human
need after biological needs, therefore it is essential to feel comfort and

The studied model is one of the models of modern residential
building in Damascus, in section 16 of the “Doammar” project. The
plan is four apartments with an area of 600 square meters per frequent
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Strong wave explosion pressure is published in the surrounding
air

1

Get agreat damage to facilities, equipments, human beings,
other creatures

2

Destruction of objects in the vicinity of the explosion and
destruction in whole or in part of the building

3

Poorer parts of the project in that structures will be destroyed
in the initial moment of the explosion and become secondary
fragments
Figure 1: The nature and impact of explosions [9].

Blast wave breaks windows, exterior walls comes down and
columns may be damaged.

Figure 2: Detonation of a high-explosive device releases a pressure wave that
creates a higher pressure demand, similar conceptually to a wind load on a
building. The magnitude and duration are proportional to the scaled distance
and origination of the object [10].

floor, Building with two entrances and each apartment in the frequent
floor has two bedrooms, up ten floors to the model. This model is
distributed in the general location so that achieves ventilation and
the good lighting, for most of the rooms and it has a great advantage
and integration between the old and the modern architectural design,
where the facades reflect the spirit of heritage and the adds a bit of
intimacy on the configuration in general (Figures 4-7).

Blast wave pushes up floors and cause their destruction and
increase the effective length of columns.

Results
In the studied model, the natural stone was used in the cladding
process, and the reinforcement was used in the external walls of the
building, but without taking into account the horizontal and vertical
reinforcement of both sides of the wall, the cladding materials were
installed using the iron frames on the façade. Balconies were deep
in the facade to provide the necessary protection from falling and
scattering debris to the outside of the building directly by reducing
the chances of injury as a result. The glass barrier of the balconies
has a negative impact because it is in itself a detachable and crashing
element, causing more damage in the event of explosion, while the
rest of the decorative elements were simple and modest in the facade.
The windows were deep in the facade, far apart and scattered, except
for the large glass facade that covered the space of the stairs, and did
not take into account the passive defense requirements regarding the
opening or installation method. Approximately the opening ratio has
J Archit Eng Tech, an open access journal
ISSN: 2168-9717

Buildings will be surrounded by a blast wave that causes a
downward pressure on the floors. The inside pressure on the
building is created in any direction.
Figure 3: Structural damages [9].

exceeded a half. Entrances are gone deep inside and opened directly on
the stair space. The cross-sectional area of the primary form even with
increasing the height was equal and the facade lost the convex angles.
For the site it was free of the green element and the distance adjacent
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Effective factors in the architecture compatible with the principles of passive defense
Effective factors

Requirements of passive defense in design of the blast-resistant facade

Factors with direct Exterior facade Exterior facade material
effect (related
of building
to the design of
facades)
Exterior wall thickness





Concrete is a suitable material for explosive structures.
Exterior facade with laminated cement is suitable.
Concrete prefabricated facades are also very suitable for explosion [11]



The minimum wall thickness of the reinforced concrete is 200 mm in position [11]

Type of the exterior wall




Recommendation to use vegetation on the outer walls
Shear walls that are essential for vertical and horizontal loading are suitable.
  we can use the sacrificial fill walls that are false and are used as the second shell on the
building levels [12]

Exterior wall connection type
to the structure




Connecting external walls to the structure must be firm
Exterior walls are arranged and armed with two-sided armed building materials for both
horizontal and vertical spans
An armed wall is used as facade elements or side barrels, dual with a steel or concrete
frame (parallel to the force of the explosion) [11]


Adjoining
elements

Openings

Balconies




Creating terraces and indoor balconies in front of the main building spaces [12]
The balconies must be slightly spaced inside the external wall of faced, preventing the
glass from being thrown out [13]

Decorative elements



Using loose and friable elements in the building facade is not allowed [11,14]

Position of the openings
relative to the surface of the
façade



Being in-depth [15]

Entrances



The entrance and exit space of the building should be secured by creating roofs or any
rubble resistant barriers [12]
The doors must be designed in a non-reciprocal way [12,13]
The entrance and exit doors should be open towards the outside of the building [12,13]
The outer door frame must be fitted with a bundle and all with solid materials [11]
The door frame should be connected tightly and resistance to building construction [15]
Emergency outlets should be distinct and complementary for deploying the main inputs in
the complexes[12]
The advanced entrances are suitable [12]







Windows

Window frame type






type of Window







The windows skeletons should be separated from the original
skeleton using seismic separation techniques.
It is recommended that the window depth taken by the frame be at
least 12 mm
A plan in which the window revolves around a horizontal joint and
opens towards outside, is a suitable type
Use of secure steel frameworks as well as cement injection into
structures around the window [12]
Depth of windows can be effective in reducing injuries [3]
Use multiple small windows instead of large windows
Inclined narrowed windows with sloping bottom are much better in
terms of safety
The use of vertical windows is preferable to horizontal windows
Windows of wood or aluminum windows are suitable [15]

Table 1: Requirements of passive defense in design of the blast-resistant facade.
Factors with Openings
direct effect
(related to
the design of
facades)

Windows

Ratio area windows to the surface
of the façade





Between 25% and 50% [15]
The surface area of the openings is ≥10 / 1 surface area of the facade [15]
Openings with large openings and adjacent to each other in the floor plan should
be avoided [16]

The position of the windows
relative to the height of the façade



whenever windows are closer to the ceiling is better [15]

Window glass type



The use of coatings with their main substrate is polyethylene (PET) polyester.
One of the most cost-effective and most durable coatings, known as insulating
glass. [12]
It is recommended to split the large and integrated pieces of glass into the smaller
components by window frames [3,12,13]
It is recommended to keep the glass in the frame, a 6 mm thick seal (for example,
silicon) and be embedded around the interior of the window [12]
Each opening should be resistant to explosion [11]




Aerodynamic Building form Vertical section of the building
view
cross-sectional area



In the case where the facade of the building decreases in proportion to its height,
it behaves more appropriately than other modes [12]



Reducing the cross-sectional area of the primary form by increasing the height to
achieve a stable and resistant to explosion wave [17,18]

Three The staircase shape of the building can have a great effect in preventing the debris falling [3,19]
dimensional
 The form should be integrated, natural forms may be appropriate options [14]
building form cornice effect
 Open or graded angles are less effective than winding or sharpness angles in
exacerbating the effect of the explosion wave [9].
Table 2: Requirements of passive defense in design of the blast-resistant facade.
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Factors with indirect effect
(related to the design of the
landscape)

Natural barriers between the faced and the location
of the explosion” plants and trees”



The use of evergreen trees such as pine and shrubs such as “shemshad”
is recommended because, as a result of the energy of the explosion wave,
a potential and kinetic energy in Plants become, which can be a factor in
reducing the effect of the explosion on the facade of the building. [3,12]

Table 3: Requirements of passive defense in design of the blast-resistant facade.

Figure 4: The studied model location “Doammar” Damascus.

Figure 7: Studied model main facade.

Figure 5: Frequent floor.

and defensive approach to reduce the loss of lives and properties for
the countries involved in the war. By applying effective and practical
and possibly inexpensive and multipurpose measures before the crisis
reduced a large number of severity, extent of damage, and the risks
losses (military and non-military, nature). Applying passive defense
principles as a solution to reduce the dangers against various risks and
increase efficiency when dealing with risk is one of the most important
measures which should be taken into consideration at different levels
of planning and different regional, urban and architectural aspects [5].
In the studied model we note the following weaknesses: the inability
to take advantage of the green element in the site, the misuse of some
glass decorative elements in the balconies, the excessive opening in the
facade in general and the use of the large opening without dividing in
the stair space. Entrances are gone deep inside the facade where the
advanced entrances are recommended to maintain the possibility of
exit in the event of ruin. In the end, more dynamic shape may be better.
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